Seeing the inseparability-physical, political economic, and cultural-between coal and prison in eastern Kentucky directed me to place both in the same analytical orbit. Both 'dirty' industries rely on the same people-literally-to perform their 'dirty' work in places that elude any kind of democratized gaze: under the ground, inside the mountain, and behind the barbed wire and walls. The prison's place after and literally on top of coal-their historical, spatial, and economic continuity-suggests that the narrow narrative of rural economic development (which is itself a dubious tale that existing research contradicts) buries other stories that could be told about these two industries. In both Appalachia and the Guard's Guesthouse, my research focused on the way that carceral ideology works through space and times to structure its own common sense.
Methods
This ongoing project relies on visual-ethnographic methods. Jill and I spent time at The Guard's Guesthouse and in eastern Kentucky communities studying the visual register and history of various carceral landscapes and chatting with local people. In a forthcoming article in Theoretical Criminology, I argue that the methods required for this particular research are instructive for a broader consideration of the ideological work of the carceral state in structuring the available vocabularies and vantages we have for perceiving it. Thus, methods at once help in perceiving the problem and reveal that the problem often structures and constrains the utility of the method.
Importance and Relevance
The importance of researching carceral growth and the culture of punishment in old steel bars outside the guest rooms, old jail cell keys attached to one's room key, references to guests as "inmates" and returning guests as "repeat offenders", and any number of tchotchkes advertising that "I did time at The Guard's Guesthouse." These practices memorialize the brutality of incarceration. When one tours the old jail cells or even elects to spend the night in their "jail cell" room, the explicit suggestion is that one is stepping into a fleeting moment where history collapses into the present. 
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